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Computers and the Moral Imagination

t

James Addington

The task before us, if we would not perish, is
to shake off our ancient prejudices and build
the earth.

-Teilhard de Chardin

"The hand is the cutting edge of the
mind." 1 Wittr this poetic phrase, Jacob
Bronowski characterizes the relationship
between the tools we manipulate with our
hands and the development of the human
brain. The human species is a tool-making
animal. For Bronowski, "it is the hand that
drives the subsequent evolution of the
brain."2 He suggests that major turning
points in the drama of human evolution have
been accompanied by the discovery or
invention of new tools. Tools extend and

magnify the reach and impact

of

the

imagination. They utilize energy more efficiently and increase its effectiveness.
New tools are often a response to new
socio-historical challenges that cannot be
adequately dealt with by the resources at
hand. Bronowski's insight is that our tools,
themselves, extend and develop the brain

thus giving new momentum to the
movement of evolution. We can at least
concur that tools directly influence cultural

civilization.
In addition,

t

system.

Introduction

development and

software (knowledge of specific applicarion)
and a clear process for their care, upkeep,
and use. Such a process is part ol every
carpenter's trade; it is a management

the character of

a

it is important to note that
particular tools always involve a

technology. For my pu{pose in this paper it
is sufficient to say that by technology we
mean hardware (tools), software, and a
process for managing the application and
use of the tool. Any carpenter can illustrate
the pulpose, practical application, and care
of the tools of the trade. Even hammers and
chisels (hardware) cannot be used without

In this paper I want to look more closely
at the relationship between new tools and
historical challenges that threaten social
well being and see m to defy adequate
human responses. My focus will be the
technology which has come to symbolize,
most characteristically, the last third of the

twentieth century: computer technology. In
order to discuss the impact of this
technology and its application to present
challenges, it will be necessary to explore
briefly some secondary themes: 1) the
common sense of our age; 2) the meaning of
freedom and authentic selfhood; 3) social
contradiction and the moral imagination;
and, one of the most daunting of our
contemporary challenges; 4) the greenhouse
effect.
My intent is to suggest that the key to

the effective use of any tool is

its

application

complex issues of our time.

to

I

e

the

management process invoked. This is
especially true in relation to computer

technology and

I

the

t

I. The World after Einstein:
A New Common Sense

In our time we have witnessed major
shifts in humankind's picture of the
universe. The scientific revolution of our

century has upended previous assumptions
regarding the nature of the universe and has
Iaid the ground rules for a new common
sense. What is meant by common sense?
In this case it refers to the basic, everyday
assumptions of an age. It indicates the
fundamental common images which freight
a view of the character and structure of life.

a

a
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Nearly everyone has experienced

a

breathtaking sunset or a dramatic sunrise;

this is a fairly common

experience.

e

However, most of us on the planet realize
that the sun neither sets nor rises, rather the
earth turns. Sunset and sunrise are
metaphors that are examples of the common
sense of a previous age.

t

Strucrure

t

I

I

I

I

t
t

Thomas Kuhn, in his book, The
of Scientific Revolutions, suggests

that theoretical science has given us a new

paradigm. f!r-r .new picture of
universe-or world

the

view-represents a rather
dramatic shift from previous pictures. Even
some of the basic views that characterize
Newtonian physics are simply no longer
relevant; they're not in sync with our common sense.
Many scholars think of Albert Einstein
as the key symbolic figure of the new
science. Einstein was simply one among
several who did pioneering work in the early
years of our century in theoretical physics.
When we think of Einstein, we tend to think
fint of relativify; the two are inextricably
linked in the minds of many. Furtherrnore,
relativity is one of the basic aspects of the
new common sense.
For the pu{poses of this paper, I want to
Suggest four touchstones of the new
common sense which are roughly
characteristic of the way people in our day
experience life. These four relate to basic
definitudes of the post-Einsteinian paradigm. The definitudes are: the macrostructure of the universe; the microstructurel the

qualiry

or feel of the universe; and the

nature of change.

The word "univers"e best captures the
character of the images and metaphors
which express our view of the big picture:
the macro-structure. We live in a universe.
It is a one-story edifice. Our minds may be
filled with poetic metaphors from the past
which speak of mind and body or heaven
and hell but these have ceased to inform us
in a manner which illuminates our everyday
experience. Perhaps, the most cornmon
image which represents our one-story view
is the dramatic photo of the ear"th from
space. The astronauts were stnrck by its
unity, its oneness. Our experience of life is
like that photo of the carth-singular, unified.
In a practical sense, the earth constitutes the

substance of our universe and we know it as
one. We know there is more to the universe,
but our earth is home and is the center of
gravity. You can find those photos all over
this world. Nearly twenty years ago people
in virtually every nation, even - sniall
villages, watched as human beings walked
on the moon and then turned and viewed
mother earth. We were changed forever.
In terms of the microstructure, the small
picture, we experience life as relative.
Relatedness is a basic given; it is felt as a
fact. We all know we Erre linked together
and that we are linked to the earth and all its
creatures. We comprehend that decisions
made in far corners of the world affect our
lives. Contemporary economic realities
have helped us grasp this truth. One of the
ironies of our age is that in spite of knowing
that this is the character of our universe, we
proceed in many aspects of our individual
and corporate lives as if it were not so. Yet
in our deepest recesses, I believe we know
we are linked together.
Many years Bgo, I was visiting a pastor
in the city of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. Ir

was 1968 and the campaign for

the

presidency of the U. S. was in full swing.
Pastor Paraiba remarked to me that he
should have the right to vote in our election
and so should all his countryfolk. His point
was that whoever occupies our White House
makes decisions that directly affect the daily
lives and destinies of all Brazilians.
In the early 1980's, I lived in a remote
village in the mountaini of eastern Jamaica.
I was constantly struck by the reladve
sophistication of "simple" farmers (men and
women) regarding global events and the
sense of immediacy that was attached to
happenings all across the Western
Hemisphere. Coffee farmers with only one
or two acres and virtually no education were
always abreast of the going price for Blue
Mountain coffee in the Japanese markets.
The qualiry or feel of our universe is
dynamic. Previous paradigms had a static
feel; closed, regular, always predictable.
We know that change is written into the

very fabric of life, at least for our age.
Nothing can be taken for granted. Folks
Iiving in urban centers are especially clear
about this. Life is open-ended. Traditional
societies

all across the globe
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parameters of our lives. Thus
speak of contingent freedom.

t

a

I

t

f

Soren Kierkegaard, known in some
circles as the "melancholy Dane," gave us

some helpful clues for thinking about
freedom as an aspect of individual
experience. The startling thing about

Kierkegaard's efforts is that they were done
over one hundred forty years ago. In afl
often tortuous fashion, he anticipated the
paradigm to come. He seemed to work in
relative categories, and sought to describe
humanness in relationship. His penetrating
insight and difficult style (at least in
English) makes his prose discomfiting to
read, yet his work remains one of the fountainheads of contemporary theology and

philosophy. Virtually every one of the
major theologians of our century refers to

Kierkegaard for clarity regarding selfhood.
For Kierkegaard, freedom and selfhood
are like truo sides of the same coin. One
entails the other; they are, at base, the same.
Freedom is a stance-a life posture. It is not
a static essence but a continuing decisional
relationship. Genuine selfhood occurs when
I will to be who and what I actually am in
any given situation. As a human being, I am
aware of being alive; I am conscious. Not
only that, I am also aware of being aware.
Consciousness is reflexive. It is in relation
to the networks of relationships which
constitute my being. I am married to a
particular woman, I have particular parents,

I

e

am part

of a particular community and

hold particular citizenship. I have
such-and-such neurotic quirks and

emotional characteris-tics, etc. I view
myself in such-and-such a fashion. In

of

intense awareness, such as in
confrontations, I come upon streaks of
prejudice or small-mindedness or
mean-spiritedness. At such times, I have to
decide about my relationship to myself. Do
I deny that which I've seen and hide the
truth or do I confess and simply will to be
who I am from moment to moment?
Selfhood occurs when I will to be who I am.
In this sense, freedom has to do with
moments

I

affirmation

t

we shall

of my real life.

Such

affirmation, for Kierkegaard, is an act of
spirit, an act of will.
I mention Kierkegaard in passing in
order to grasp a clue regarding personal

freedom. Freedom is decisional
particular human that

I

show-up

as.

Freedom, in this sense, is the starting point .
If I am to deal with the life issues rhat

assault ffie, I must begin here with the
affrmation of my real life.
However, the experience of individualiry
occurs only in the context of community.
The deep images, stories, and symbols
which ground for me my experience of

personal freedom are

communal.
Consciousness swims in a stream-a river of
language and traditions and formalized
attitudes. If freedom begins, experientially,
with the awareness of "I am" and the will to
be, it is acted out in community. It touches
other lives and reverberates throughout the
networks of relationships that I relate to.
This way of describing the experience of
freedom is in concert with the common
sense of our time. It ffeats of relativiry. We
are awa.re of the fundamental relatedness of
our lives. It is not, finally, a simple matter
to say "this is where I end; this is my
boundary. This is me and this is not me."
We are not isolated grains of sand, but live
and breathe in networks of living, organic
relationships.
To be alive is to find ourselves
constantly forced to act. We have to
constantly make practical decisions in
response to the challenges confronting us.
The dictates of suruival necessitate action.

At the same time we must
issues

grapple with

of meaning; we must decide about

our lives in any given concrete situation.

The way in which we carry out the practical
decisions of our lives expresses our life
posture, revealing the decisional relationships we have willed. When we exercise
our freedom as selfhood, it expresses itself
in the daily, concrete expenditure of our
Iives. Our freedom cannot be seen directly,

or quantified; however, it can be
experienced by others indirectly. It can be
qualified. There is a life-quality to
authenticity which touches others deeply
and has the capacity to call others to live
courageously and in affirmation of life.
When I was a young college student I
had the opportunity to meet and talk with
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attitudinal. It is contingent and in relation to
the given stuff of ones life. It is the
willingness to be human and to be the
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Dr. Martin Luther King. A small group of
us spoke with him regarding the civil rights
struggie, his experiences, and what he expected in the years to come. I found myself
profoundly addressed by his presence. He
was exhausted at the time due to iur
impossible schedule and had just recently
recovered from a near-assassination. He
could barely speak above a whisper. Yet,
the intensity of the man and sense of engagement I felt in him was unsettling and

profoundly touching. Our lives

were

changed by his authenticity.

Social Contradiction and
the Moral Imagination

Bronowski states in his book The Ascent

of Man that the proper inheritance of the
scientific community is the moral imagination. To speak of morality in our time, I
believe, is to speak of responsibility and

power. 'We c"nnot ask and expect to answer
the question "What is finally Right or Cood
or True?" We simply don't have access to
such information. We can ask: "What is
responsible in this situation given what we
know?" It seems to me this is the form in
which we can speak of social morality
grounded in the experience of contingent
freedom. As Dietrich Bonheoffer wrote,
"Good, as what is responsible, is done in
ignorance of the Good."3 In grappling to
frame moral actions we, finally, have to Iet
go of certainty regarding consequences and
how history shall view our acts.
This means we have to simply do the
best we can with the means at hand to
choose the most fitting pathway into the
future. Bronowski feels the scientific
community is, perhaps, best equipped to

accurate picture of the
challenges at hand and involve the larger
community in grappling with solutions. He
strongly underscores his hope that science
be egalitarian and that all people have
access to the wisdom of our age. Thus, the

develop

an

scientific community has the responsibility
to interpret for policy makers and others the
significance of the basic trends of the time.
This is what it means to inherit the moral
imagination. The inheritors must call
humankind to attend to that which is

happening and respond to it; they must
assume responsibility for the knowledge
they pass on to the human community.
I find it helpful to use the term "social
contradiction" in referring to a fundamental
issue that confronts society and challenges it
to new responses" Sociat contradictions
threaten the stability and adequacy of
society and define the arena of suuggle in
an age. For example, institutionalized
racism has been a social conEadiction in our
own nation throughout its history. This
enduring specter has challenged us for some
time to dramatically change the character of
American society. We have been in the
midst of various relative solutions to the
challenge over the past several years. A
social contradiction, in this sense, is very
much like the experience of breakdown as
described by Winograd and Flores in ther
little book Undcrstanding Computers and
Cognirion. It is breakdown at the level of
basic social organization, the experience of
"otherness" intruding into the very fabric of
society and disrupting the normal processes.
Social reorganization is necessary in
order to heal the rift and move beyond the
contradiction. Social contradictions present
challenges which are, in fact, the stepping
stones into the future. Society moves ahead
via no other pathway but resolution of the
contradictions at hand. The task of the
moral imagination, historically speaking, is
to name contradictions and move human
sociery to deal with them. Bronowski felt
this is the role of the scientific corrununity.
Perhaps, it is a task open to all whose lives
are grounded in the common sense of our
age and are willing to struggle to discern
what is going on in our time and to ask what

f

I

a

I

a

l

ls necessary.

This completes our brief side trip
through the cornmon sense of our time,
freedom and selfhood, and social contradictions and the moral imagination.
Now, we can turn to deal more directly
with a particular social contradiction and the
role, if there is one, of computer technology
in its resolution.

a

Computers and the Greenhouse Effect

What has been the impact, to date, of
computer technology on human civilization?

o
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How has this new technology altered the
character of society? A few observations in
response to these questions may help us
discuss the role of the technology in relition
to the heated debate regarding tlrr planet's

climate.
One of the striking phenomena about
computers is their widespread use. While

I

I

I

t

they are certainly more evident in the
industrialized nations, they irre used in
virtually every nook and cranny of the
globe. Anthropologists in the Amazon
River basin use computers to catalog the

cgmplex_-languages of indigenous peoples.
Rural village schools in parts of India use
satellite television hook-ups to bring the
world to village children. Farmers in an
agricultural cooperative in Guatemala use
d.ip irrigation controlled by microprocessors to gro_w tomatoes throughout the year.
Peter Russell, in his book The Globat
Brain .has suggested that compute_r technology is increasing the integration of societies
and creating greater complexity. He
suggests that each technological advance in
human history has had such an effect.
however, 'information- processinj
technology has done so much more rapidly
and dramatically. Russell points ouf that
past advances in technical know-how have
"come from the integration and improvement of existing systems." In the case of information processing technology, efforts to
build ever faster computers with increasing

will be but "another factoi
increa.sing the integration of society and
speeding human evolution toward greater
complexity."4
This movement toward greater
complexity and increasing connectiviry is
extremely interesting and illustrates, very
practically, the relativity of our world.
capabilities

a

t

t
I

Near-instant conununications systems
quicken and intensiff the connictions

between nations, cornmunities, and organizations. This rapidly integrating global
network is recreating the world; tlie global
village of Marshall Mcluhan is'a realiry.
There are many serious questions to
raise about the application of computer
technology and about our expectations
regarding its role. Certainly one of the
popular temptations is to turn over to

computer_!

responsibility for solving our

_t-he
most difficult
and painful social
contradictions. This certainly reprcsents an
abdication of responsibility ffid,

consequen_tly, a turning away

from genuine
freedom. It is a denial bf Brdnowski's moral
imagination. It is important to view
computers as tools. They are very
sophisticated rools with mind-boggling
capabilities; yet they are tools, nonetheless.

Winograd and Flores, in their book
Undcrstading Computers and Cognition

suggest that transparency is the most
desirable characteristic of a tool. Attention
needs to be directed to responding to
br.eakdown, not on the tool being used.
This, perhaps, is an important cluJ for us
regarding the application of computer
technology to the greenhouse effect.
What is the greenhouse effect? It is,
briefly, -the global climate change resulting
from the insulating effect of varioui
accumulating gases in the eiuth's
atmosphere. Chief among these gases is
carbon dioxide from the burning of wood
(including forests), coal, and -petroleum
products in automobiles. There -are other
gases involved, including the fluorocarbons
!.!oge.lrt to be the culprits in rhe growing"hole" in the ozone layer above Antarctica.

There is little controversy

among

scientists as to whether or not the earth is
heating up. The greenhouse effect is a fairly
well accepted and documented theory. The
controversy, however, revolves around the
question of how rapidly the planet is heating
up and what are realistic scenarios of future
climatic changes. To answer these concerns
it is necessary to project how much
greenhouse gases will increase over the next
several years.

Dr. Stephen Schneider, of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research in

Boulder, Colorado, suggests that we now

have "incontrovertible evidence that there is
about 25Vo more COZ in the atmosphere
than there was a century ago, the buildup
coming largely from the burning of fossil
fuels but also from deforestation." 5 One
of the questions is how Iong we should do
"research" before we act. This, finally, is a
question concerning public policy and social
values. The difficulry in answering it is due,
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If we take a cue from Winograd and
Flores, then we will concentrate on
managing the conversation process that
leads to consensus. Computer technology
would play a crucial role in such process;

we could not do without it. However, the
trchnology will not resolve the issue and
will not save us from the discomfort of
painful policy decisions and continuing
ambiguity. We are going to have to take out
a group policy on the future.
Our group policy will have to be in
concefi with the ethos of the times; it will
presume human freedom of the will and will
be an example of creative social morality
which responds to a fundamental social contradiction.
To paraphrase Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the
question is not "how do we extricate
ourselves heroically in this situation?" but
"how are the coming generations to live?"
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